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IMPORTANT INFO 

“John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019,” Public Law 

115-232 (enacted on 08/13/2018), prohibits the use of federal grants funds to procure or 

obtain video surveillance and telecommunications equipment produced by Hangzhou 

Hikvision Digital Technology Company and Dahua Technology Company (or any 

subsidiary or affiliate of such entities) including OEM variant equipment, for use as a 

substantial or essential component of any system, or as critical technology as part of any 

system.   Therefore, SVPP funding must not be used to procure or obtain such equipment 

for use on any SVPP projects. 

Questions: 

1. Do you want the two sites broken up. For example, 1 site is Upshur County and 1 site is Lewis 

County? This is important for the server viewing software. 

1. Answer:  Yes the sites should be broken up- but we should still have remote access to each 

other’s counties via web portal or equivalent. 

 

2. Who is providing the PoE switches? Section 3.1 says, “All systems shall have battery backup 

with the capacity to support the camera system”.  Does that mean each PoE switch requires a 

Battery Backup or just the NVRs? 

2. Answer:  May connect to current POE switches as long as they are not E-RATE within the last 

5 years.  May also utilize current battery backups as long as they are not overloaded.  May need 

to add new POE switches per design build/site visit.  All cameras and NVRS shall be on a 

battery backup. 

 

3. Who will be responsible for setting up the VPNs within each school network? 

3. Answer: WVDE and each school district will setup the VPN connections. 

 



4. Section 3.1 says 547 installed cameras.  When you total the cameras listed on page 5,6 it totals 

523 cameras.  Which number is correct? 

4. Answer:  The minimum number of cameras that were originally planned should have been 

523.  Due to the Public Law 115-232 this may limit vendor choices (see above).  523 cameras are 

an estimate we will evaluate each design build to see if it meets coverage needs. 

 

5. Section 3.1 specifies “A minimum of 1 NVR will be located at each facility”.  What if the 

product records at the camera and an NVR is not required?  Does this rule out this type of 

system? 

5. Answer: Our future plans will include adding 3rd party cameras to this system.  An NVR will 

be required at each facility to accommodate this need. 

 

6. Section 3.1 says, “Camera system shall allow for 3rd party cameras to be used”.  Does this 

mean that you want to use your existing IP cameras or does the RFP request we install all new 

cameras? 

6. Answer: The RFP requests that new cameras be installed.  We may want to use some of our 

existing (newer) IP cameras and we may want to add additional cameras to our security system 

after the end of this project.  We do not want to be locked into one type of camera due to 

proprietary measures. 

 

7. How many days’ storage would you like the video stored? 

7. Answer: 21 to 30 days of storage is what we are looking for. 

 

8. Are you requiring a certain pixel quality for the camera? For example, 1MP, 4MP, etc.? 

8. Answer: A minimum of a 2 Mega pixel camera shall be required. 

 



9. Do you require the cameras to be vandal resistant? 

9. Answer: Any cameras mounted outdoors and gymnasium areas shall be vandal resistant.  Any 

other cameras mounted indoor are not required to be vandal resistant.   

 

10. Some schools have a camera in the office and then some schools don’t.  Do you want any 

uniformity to where you have a camera in each office?  I would think you would want a camera 

in each office. 

10. Answer: Yes cameras should be in each main office area of each school. 

11. What is the minimum camera resolution you are allowing? 1080p or 2 mega pixels is the 

resolution of Blue Ray movies and the minimum I recommend. You can see them in a demo if 

you would like. 

11. Answer: A minimum of a 2 Mega pixel camera shall be required. 

 

12. Are we to include office monitors for each school? If so, what resolution and size. Should 

they all be wall mounted? If so, are flat mounts acceptable or are articulating mounts required? If 

you go with 1080p cameras, your monitors resolution should match. In my experience, a 

minimum size of 32" is good for easy "at a glance" viewing. Wall mounted monitors keep 

everything up out of the way. Articulating mounts allow for the most viewing flexibility 

12. Answer: A minimum of a 50” wall mounted display unit shall be mounted in the primary 

principal’s office and PRO office of each facility.  Wall mounts need to be determined per 

location. 

 

13. Which schools require plenum rated cabling. Your maintenance director should have this 

info for each school. 

13. Answer:  Plenum rated cabling is required.  

 



14. Are you requiring that the cameras be on a separate physical network? I recommend 

separation. Perhaps a VLAN with cameras on its own sub net?  

14. Answer:  We are looking at both options at this point in time. We will have a decision to 

share on the second round of answers. 

 

15. Recommend direct office viewing and control of units using HDMI and USB over Cat6 

adapters. The alternative is using a windows appliance to run separate viewing software on each 

office monitor. The NVRs native user interface is always much better than the network version. 

Will you make this a standard way of controlling the units in the local office?  Or will it be up to 

each contractor? 

15. Answers: Each contractor may come up with a different solution for this. 

 

16. How much storage time is required? 30 days is the standard minimum that I always 

recommend. Too much time is always better than not enough. 

16. Answer: 21 to 30 days of storage is what we are looking for. 

 

17. Will contractor be responsible for supply additional POE switches if needed? If so, are there 

any spec requirements for the switches such as manufacturer and model number? 

17.  Answer: Yes, the contractor will be responsible for supplying additional POE switches 

where needed.  The switch shall be an Enterprise grade managed switch that will support Vlan 

tagging with 10Gb SFP ports for fiber uplinks. 

 

18. Approximately how many days of recording on the NVR/DVR is being requested? 

18. Answer: 21 to 30 days of storage is what we are looking for. 

 



 

19. Are you wanting recording to be setup for motion activation, time schedule, or 24x7? 

19. Answer: While students are in session continuous recording should be running.  After school 

hours the system can then go to motion activation. 

 

20. For UPS sizing, how long (minutes) are you requesting the UPS to power the NVR/DVR and 

direct connected cameras? 

20. Answer: A minimum time of 15 minutes of runtime is what we are requesting. 

 

21. Will the contractor be supply and installing a monitor? If so, any specs on monitor size based 

on number of cameras? 

21. Answer: A minimum of a 50” wall mounted display unit shall be mounted in the primary 

principal’s office and PRO office of each facility.  Wall mounts need to be determined per 

location. 

 

22. If the contractor is supplying monitors, will it be one monitor per school site or multiple 

viewing locations within the school? 

22. Answer: A minimum of a 50” wall mounted display unit shall be mounted in the primary 

principal’s office and PRO office of each facility.  Wall mounts need to be determined per 

location. 

 

23. Request to make photo copies of the floor diagrams for marking camera placement and will 

also need to make additional copies for the 5 proposal copies to be submitted. 

23. Answer: Yes, The copies may be made on a need to know and need to use basis only.   

 



24. What are the payment terms once school is completed, approved, and an invoice is 

submitted? Customer needs to be able to accept credit cards for payment? 

1. 24. Answer: 4.2 Payments - At the beginning of the project the successful contractor 

shall provide an anticipated schedule of progress billing for the project.  Invoices for materials 

stored off site must include a copy of the bill of lading or other proof of receipt to be considered 

for payment.  Preferred method of payment will be Master Card. Upon completion of the 

project the Contractor shall submit a final certificate of completion for approval by the 

technology directors. The final 10% payment for the project shall not be released until the 

contractor’s certificate of eligibility is received from the WV State Tax Department.   

 

25. The surveillance system Grant is for 412k, are there other funds available? 

25.  Answer:  This is a 2-year project and at this time we do not have any funds allocated outside 

of the 412k.  We cannot predict future budgets at this time.  Please submit your best proposal.  

 

26. What is your budget for Upshur County Schools? 

26. Answer:  227200.00 is the budget for UCS. 

 

27. What is your budget for Lewis County Schools? 

27. Answer:  185000.00 is the budge for LCS. 

 

28. If everything you are asking for is above your budget, can you please prioritize the 

importance of school buildings for Upshur County? 

28. Answer:  School buildings with student populations are priority. 

 

29. If everything you are asking for is above your budget, can you please prioritize the 

importance of school buildings for Lewis County? 
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29. Answer:  School buildings with student populations are priority. 

 

30. Can you prioritize the camera locations at the Elementary schools? 

As an example: 

1.Front Door Entrance – Outside 

2.Front Door Entrance – Inside 

3.Outside Parking 

4.Outside Playground 

5.Outside Pickup and Dropoff area 

6.Inside Gymnasium 

7.Inside Cafeteria/Commons 

8.Inside Office 

9.Inside Other Entrances 

10.Inside Hallways 

30. Answer: All areas need to be addressed submit your best proposal. 

 

31. What are the overall retention requirements for camera footage? 

31. Answer: 21 to 30 days of storage is what we are looking for. 

 

32. Is there any requirement for backup or offsite replication of the recording data? 

32.  Answer:  No there are not any requirements for backup or offsite replication. 

 

33. Is it possible to place additional network equipment outside of the current MDF/IDF 

locations if the distance to get cable to the camera exceeds the cable specifications for distance? 

33. Answer:  This will be determined on an as needed basis.  We would like to use existing 

MDF/IDF locations if at all possible. 

 



34.  Can we get a quantity of cameras desired for Inside and a quantity for outside per location?  

34.  Answer: Please use the floor plans, walkthroughs, and RFP document to determine what is 

needed.  Use your best judgement. You guys are the professionals. 

 

35. Can we get an intent of design per layout of cameras? (arrows of field, description of intent 

per camera) 

35. Answer: We do not have an intent of design per layout.  Use your best judgement. 

 

36. How many pixels per square foot are being required for each “type of camera”?  

36. Answer: We have not determined this, all that we are requiring is a minimum of a 2MP 

camera. 

 

37. How many Frames per second will be required for recording? For playback viewing?  

37. Answer: Recorded video should have a minimum of 10 FPS.  Live viewing should be at least 

a minimum of 15 FPS. 

 

38. What does the length of recording require for each location?  

38. Answer: 21-30 days 

 

39. Will the IP cameras be used on the existing LAN connection? Will this be a partial as needed 

connection?  

39. Answer: We are looking at options at this point in time. We will have a decision to share on 

the second round of answers. 

 

40. The cameras should be recorded on their own Private LAN (NO VLAN’S * expectations to 

single out cameras where needed for cost). Will our designs be required to be done in this 

format?  

40. Answer: We are looking at options at this point in time. We will have a decision to share on 

the second round of answers. 

 

 



41. Will Layer 3 network design be required for the design?  

41. Answer: Yes. 

 

42. Will there be a redundant per location recorder required per location?  

42. Answer: A minimum of 1 NVR is required per location.- per RFP. 

 

43. Will there be a requirement to use Enterprise server equipment?  

43. Answer: If needed for design yes. 

 

44. Is there a minimum requirement for the network typology for future growth in the system? 

Such as 10gig through put? Minimum per recorder NIC card requirements?   

44. Answer: All switches should be able to support SFP+ for 10 Gig Uplinks.  We do not have a 

minimum per recorder NIC car requirement. 

 

45. Is there a requirement for any client devices to be provided?  

45. Answer: Please determine this from the RFP and your design proposal. 

 

46. Will we be required to install any client software in the participating workstations?  

46. Answer: If the client software is needed per your design proposal then, yes. 

 

47. What is the minimum training requirement for each user?  

47. Answer: We will be using a train the trainer model. 

 

48. Will there be a master server requirement in the design?  

48. Answer: If your design build requires this to meet the goals of this project. 

 

49. Will any camera require Wide Dynamic Range?  

49. Answer: At this time we are requiring a minimum of a 2MP camera. 

 



50. Will any camera require IR Illuminates? 

50. Answer: IR is not required, but may be determined per design build. 

 

51. Is there a minimum resolution requirement per camera? 720, 1MP, 2MP, 4MP, ETC.?  

51. Answer:  At this time we are requiring a minimum of a 2MP camera. 

 

52. Is there any area that cameras are not allowed? Classrooms, lounges, etc.?  

52. Answer: Focus should be hallways, common areas, and outside locations.  

 

53. If an area is called out for cameras and they can be accomplished with one or two cameras, 

instead of more cameras, is this a design allowance for us to determine and implement?  

53. Answer: Yes. 

 

54. What is the format to be used in providing our bid solution? 

54. Answer: Please refer to the RFP. 

 

55. Are there any plans for future growth to be issued in the design? Should there be a 

percentage of allowance for more cameras in the future?   

55. Answer: This will be determined by the districts and selected vendor once a decision has 

been made. 

 

56. Are there any Analytic Design requirements? Such as, Facial recognition, student 

identification, counting of students in a specific area, trouble alert notification, etc.?  

56. Answer: No. 

 

57. Where will all equipment be installed?  

57. Answer: Ideally in the MDF/IDF’s, but could possibly be located in other locations per 

vendor and Tech Director collaboration.  

 

58. Will we be required to provide any Rack enclosures? Are these to be secured, lockable?  



58. Answer: If space is available in the current rack it may be used, but per design build it may 

be necessary to include rack enclosures. Must be lockable.  

 

59. What will be the minimum POE switch requirements? What is the security level for 

switches?  

59. Answer: That should be determined per your design build.  As a minimum all switches need 

to be managed, provide POE, and support VLANs. 

 

60. All existing cameras are to be replaced with a one to one swap. Will these counts be 

combined with the final camera counts in the drawings?  

60. Answer: Camera counts are estimated and can be modified per design build. Please see RFP 

for minimum suggested camera counts.  

 

61. What are the UPS requirements for the battery back up at each location?  

61. Answer: That would be determined by the vendor and their design build. 

 

62. Are the UPS’S to be mounted in the rack/cabinets?   

62. Answer: May be determined per design build.  

 

63. Can we get a definition of the qty. (8) cameras for the BOE office? How many where?   

63. Answer: That was to be determined by the vendor during the walkthrough. 

 

64. Will the new cabling provided for the camera locations be required to follow WVDE Policy 

6200?  

64. Answer: Yes. 

 

65. Will the cabling provided for the new camera locations be required to be Cat5e or Cat6 

plenum rated?    

65. Answer:  If Cat5e would meet the need for our overall goal, that would be sufficient. Plenum 

rated cabling is required.  

 



66. What is the estimated overall budget for this project? 

66. Answer: The overall estimated budget for this project is 412, 000. 

 

67. If there is not sufficient room in the existing racks/cabinets will the Contractor be required to 

provide new racks/cabinets or shelf units?  If so, please provide details (ie. floor mounted, wall 

mounted, open racks, lockable cabinets, etc)?    

67. Answer: If space is available in the current rack it may be used, but per design build it may 

be necessary to include rack enclosures. Must be lockable.  

 

68. What is the estimated time provided for installs?  Will this be a phased project with 1-2 

schools being installed before advancing to the next?  

68. Answer: Please see RFP. 

  

69. Will installers be given full after school hours access and weekend/holiday access? 

69. Answer: Please see RFP.  

 

Additional Information: 

Questions, regarding any aspect of the project, will only be accepted in written form and shall be 

emailed to both Glenna Clutter, Upshur County Technology Director, at gclutter@k12.wv.us and 

Jeff Tidd, Lewis County Technology Director, at jtidd@k12.wv.us. 


